The Radiance of our Inner Star
Clearly we are forced to act taking in consideration the kind of binarization that the very
media technology has imposed on us. Any intention coming to us or from us ought to be
instantly convey onto the very digit that the media landscape has by now set as some
sort of Olympus with its gods and idols. Literally this does not only occur in certain
entertainment fringes. It occurs everywhere and in every type of contribution whether it
is cultural or academic or political.
In this respect anything our human faculty might generate it is generated nowadays to
be suited within a very rigid and per-established system. This tendency I believe will be
even more present in the generation to come and so also the tensions and conflict that
the bipolarization of simply everything can create. Overall what comes more and more
strongly to lack in our dishumanization will be in fact common sense and wisdom.
Rest assure that the offspring of civilized country will only act as wise not grasping what
in fact real wisdom may be. Fully stamped with a certain set of topics and classifications
the offspring will only able to carefully deliver them. This being careful is indeed what is
and will be more increasingly so believed to be wisdom.
Any kind of intellectual and spiritual emergence then is but doomed to be channeled
within the streams that education has and will engrave on us social members. Fewer
and fewer will be the possibilities to in fact be able to nurture these emergences, to
cultivate them and grow them slowly and in accordance to their and our nature.
The role of the actual educator should in this sense make any pupil very jealous and
possessive and protective of any such emergences as these emergences are but the
seed of our divinity residing within each and everyone of us. They retain the potential to
overcome all that is so miserable in life, they are the keys each and everyone naturally
have to undisclosed slowly all the secrets of our human existence in the infinite cosmos.
The emergence of this key is but replaced with a set of standardized keys with which to
read the reality in a most politically correct and yet predictable and lame and dry way.
Certainly there are many cases of those who have not even these standard set of keys
and just go astray in their raging way of seeing and perceiving and conceiving reality.
Yet here I am most concerned with those who retain the standard set of keys or rather I
am concerned with the overall system uprooting any possibility for each and every
individual human to develop his or her own "clavis universalis". Once the educator I
have in mind stimulate any pupil to guard and preserve and cultivate the key within I
believe it is necessary for this educator to send the pupil out in the world to convince to

expose his or herself to all the weather conditions in order to temper this key and most
importantly never let go to it.
At this point we ought not to think too much in scientific terms but in per-scientific as
well as post-scientific terms. What if I would tell you the the very key I am so eager to
talk about is but the product of a star? If prior all the religious and later scientific
paradigms philosophers might have thought humans as retaining divine matter even
today in the post-scientific era, an era that doubts all the absolute scientific discoveries
seeing that at last hope, the main vibe in life comes to lack, in the post-scientific era
even the post-scientist goes as far as speculate that humans themselves retain stellar
atoms.
There is an advantage to believe in this theory and to convince that each and every
human is potentially part of a star. The disadvantage of seeing humans as being no
longer at the center of the universe but just staying in a little insignificant corner of it
has had its time and has cause much dreadful consequences. In the first place humans
who have been convinced of this have started lacking any gratefulness which has easily
turned in much uncareful disrespect especially as devastating technology came about.
We simply ought to embrace the belief that within us a stellar divine element is
germinating from the start and we ought to take care of it and cultivate it and let it grow
as a child eventually maturing into our avatar, the very Virgil who is able to disclose life
to us.
To do so, to grow the divine within there is certain not a school nor a method. It is
indeed a small tiny plant that in certain humans grows out of a terrain. Paradoxically the
more agitated this terrain has been the more this divine germination is possible. I am
not talking of divine here in literal terms as many a persons might immediately think. I
am talking about simply being not at the center of the universe nor a the margins of the
universe but be part of the great universe, being extensions of it like rays who could
shine but are hindered by absurd traditions which are superimposed to us by greedy
establishments, whether political or religious or cultural.
Rather than getting wasted dealing with these establishments we must at once focus to
retrieve the light within us and once lighten as stars we ourselves can act as guidance to
the rest of a lost humanity lingering in obscurity. I understand it is difficult if not
impossible nowadays to be a natural light among such blinding artificial lights. We are
just not recognized and we just don't stand up to the competition yet however there are
moments of blackout, moments of a human generated self-destruction in which at last
we will come to a great service.

Lastly then I do invite who has had the possibility and the chance of reading and
scavenging this very insignificant piece of writing to perhaps consider what I propose to
you. Be careless about all your superficial radiance, the one the vanity itself procures
you and just abandon yourself to the recovery and maturation of your radiance within.
Throughout this abandonment be assure you will be fully assisted and guided as if you
have embraced some sort of providential path.
There is nothing magic about it, nothing miraculous but simply only natural and what it
is natural about it once again is our acknowledgment to be the very elements of stars
and like them indeed we can shine and most particularly orient humanity towards
nothing mystical but simply and only to a great common sense, a state in which no more
competition nor frictions will be needed. A state of perfection in which all will be
suggested to us is contemplation, a beholding of our universal existence, recognizing at
last the rhythm of its breath, the breath under which we are born, we live and we die. A
breath which prepares to another breath and breath which we can ourselves also
contribute to.
Let's then more and more deeply inhale the cosmic air and let's fill more and more our
souls with it and let others to the same. Let's overcome our smallness or the smallness
of the pitiful. We shall by no means be apocalyptic, a breath will last what it will last and
in this time it is up to us to make the most of the stellar faculties within, to power them
as much ad to radiate even throughout the breaths to come, even if our time will be
most likely expired.

